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For this, we sincerely appreciate everyone
who contributed, even in the slightest manner, towards the succesful synergic production and roll out of this issue of the gazette.
In this issue, anticipate to journey through
some engaging, fun-filled and informative
content devised and illustrated in the most
perspicuous way for the comprehension
of all. We hope by the end of the journey,
most, if not all, of you will assent to the
thought behind the gazette.
Most of you probably won’t even read this,
why would you anyway, when there’s a
whole lot of content to devour here-in.

Dear Readers,

Go on and enjoy the compendium of content. We hope you will find it an exquisite
read!

Priviledged, honoured and gratified I am to
represent and address you as the NUDSA
Yours in service,
Editor. We pick up from where the outgoKagai Reuben.
ing editorial board left, and this time, with
Editor-in-chief.
the introduction of the NUDSA Dental
students’ gazette.
After working on it for a month, the editorial board, to whose efforts I’m truly
grateful for, is pleased to finally roll out the
First issue of the NUDSA Dental Students’
gazette. The thought behind introduction of
the gazette, parallel to the students’ magazine, was to embrace and depict the exemplifying yet unifying diversities among us,
the dental students while also appreciating
the support without the dental fraternity
through guest articles.
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DEAN’S MESSAGE

DR. WALTER A. ODHIAMBO

HEALTH AND AESTHETICS COMBINE
TO MAKE DENTISTRY A LUCRATIVE
CAREER
The main function of teeth is mastication and
in human they are also important for speech
and aesthetics. Smile that is regarded as a universal language of communicating happiness
is dependent on the presence of teeth. So important is the presence of front teeth that their
absence is known to have significant effect on
personality and confidence.
That dentistry exists as an independent specialty in health sciences is an indication of the
high demand of dental healthcare as well as
the unique nature of the practice. With regard to health, toothache is known to be one
of the severest pains for which patients often
seek treatment. A dentist needs to take care of
thirty two teeth in every adult and twenty in
every deciduous dentition. Each of these teeth
can develop dental cries that require restoration or can have irreversible acute pulpitis
that require root canal therapy or extraction.

Teeth are held firmly into alveolar bone of the
jaws with the periodontal ligaments. Infection
of the gums that are largely due to poor oral
hygiene lead to periodontitis that leads to destruction of these ligaments as well as the supporting bone. While this process can be arrested in early stages in advanced it is irreversible
and is the common cause of tooth loss among
adults.
There are several other diseases associated with
the teeth that require treatment by the dentist
or allied specialists, they include severe dental
infections like dental abscesses jaw tumours
that may be benign or cancerous and developmental defects like cleft lip and palate.
Apart from these demands for good oral
health, teeth are critical in facial cosmetics
and people are ready to invest heavily on their
facial and dental appearance. It speculated that
cosmetic dentists have made significant loses in
revenue since the outbreak of COVID 19 pandemic that require the covering of the mouth
and nose with a face mask.
Issues of COVID 19 pandemic aside, cosmetic
dentistry is gaining traction as the standard of
living rises resulting in increasing amount of
disposable income among the expanding middle class. While some insurance companies decline to cover certain dental procedures, clients
are willing to pay to attain the look they desire
for confidence.
Advance in dental in dental technology and
skills have responded to this emerging demand
and modern dentistry apply most advance
technology in orthodontic teeth alignment as
well Implantology that provide clients with
fixed teeth replacement.
With artificial intelligence here, the profession
of dentistry has its better days ahead.

NUDSA CHAIRPERSON’S MESSAGE

WE HAVE WHAT IT TAKES!

In my candidature, I had dreams, ideas and just hope “The hope is our door, our portal”-Amanda Gorman. Today, together with my team, we are making baby-steps. We are
daring to sit above the sky, to stick our heads out of the box. The great task that you entrusted us with has always demanded us to try the unchartered territories. We are here to
serve and break the ceiling!
Here comes the team that is releasing the first gazette issue after the longest time! It was
a dream, a conviction and now a reality. When we first got into office, house-keeping was
the first step. The last gazette had been released in 2003, what! Yes. It is our desire deliver and we have the gusto and the gist to serve. I always believed in a Nudsa that works, a
student community that is motivated and a future that is built today.
Special gratitude goes to the editorial team, Nudsa team, Student community, The Chairman- Dr. Walter Odhiambo and the entire Dental Sciences community. We all make an
amazing family!
Let’s all work together, join hands and in Paul Coelho’s words “the universe will always
conspire to make it happen”.

- Ofula Nicholas
NUDSA CHAIRPERSON
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ONE ON ONE WITH PROFESSOR OMU ANZALA
Q1: Who are you and what do you do:
My name is Omu Anzala. I’m a professor of Immunology and
Virology at the University of Nairobi faculty of health sciences in
the department of medical microbiology and immunology and I
also belong to KAVI institute of medical research. I started off as
a medical doctor, got training in infectious disease and specialised
at PHD level in Virology and Immunology.
Q2: What influenced you to persue and specialize in Immunology and Virology?
When I finished training as a medical doctor, I was posted to Machakos to do my internship, after
internship, I was posted to Kapsabet Hospital where, in conjunction with Nandi Hospital, I worked
as a medical doctor. I got an opportunity to travel to Eldoret to listen to two doctors who were
talking about Sexually transmitted infections and that’s when I got interested. Then I applied to
join Department of medical microbiology at University Of Nairobi as a tutorial fellow and luckily
enough I was accepted. That’s when I started looking at infectious diseases mainly sexually transmitted infections and HIV, and in HIV got interested in virology and immunology.
Q3: Why is it important for dentists to have information on virology and Immunology?
Althoug dentistry is seen as a sub specialisation, when an infection occurs, it affects the entire body.
At the same time, a patient may present to a dentist having a dental problem but you need to understand wholistically how patients with infections present and be in a position to know that although
this is a dental problem, it also requires a physician to look at.
Also, even in dentistry there are pathogens and infections involved in the oral cavity, infect us
through oral cavity and even a number of oncology (cancer) causes are through oral cavity. All these
considered, immunology and virology is critical for dentists as a whole, so don’t look at yourself as a
dental surgeon but have the knowledge to understand the entire patient so that if there’s an issue of
an infection beyond you, you can make the right call and referral.
Q3: What is COVID-19?
COVID is an acronym for a disease caused by Severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2
(SARS-COV-2). So when you talk of Covid-19, you’re referring to the disease and when you talk of
SARS-COV-2, you’re referring to the virus. Covid is a disease occuring through infection with SARS
COV- 2 through either droplet infections or aerosols, contamination of hands and surfaces with
subsequent contact of the mouth or conjuctiva.
Initially it begins as a sore throat, upper respiratory tract infection then eventually in some people
ends up in lungs then cause respiratory distress, occasionaly leading to death or long covid ( situation where virus is not there but inflammatory conditions persist)
Some infected people remain assymptomatic, while those who develop symptoms range from mild
to moderate to very severe, majority recover while some unfortunately die as others have long covid.
Q4: What is unique about SARS-COV-2
It is a new virus that emerged and caught the international community by surprise and spread very
quickly from Wuhan, China and became global within a short period of time. The acute emergence
and rapid spread around the globe has been a learning point. The nature of how it is transmitted
making it spread easily without direct contact, also there are a number of assymptomatic people
spreading the virus.

Another reason being that it was affecting a lot of people with comorbidities e.g diabetes, the overweight, other health conditions and also the elderly. The mode of spread through air was the most critical unlike diseases like HIV and Ebola where one has to have direct contact with a person of the virus.
Q5: How effective is the Covid 19 vaccine and why do we still need boosters?
What we realised is, natural infection with SARS-COV-2 gives you temporary immunity to subsequent
infections, within 6-8 months, the immunity wanes. That’s the same case with the vaccines where you
realize even with two doses of moderna, pfizer and even J&J, after 6-8 months, immunity wanes to a
level where someone can get infected.
What a booster does is to raise the immune response so that you don’t get infected. We’re yet to understand how many boosters we shall need.
Q6: What would you recommend as the best vaccine?
That question should not arise at all. All these vaccines work, so there’s no best vaccine. The only issue
for instance, in North America, it has been reported that J&J seems to cause adverse events in people
of 40 years and below. But hitherto, all the vaccines are effective and good enough. So there shouldn’t
be a discussion or questions raised about which vaccine is good enough.
Q7: Is it possibe to eradicate COVID-19 or should we learn to live with it?
From what we see,Covid will likely become endemic and will be another of the common corona viruses that cause upper and lower respiratory tract infections.
We are beginning to think about elimination but it’s a bit too early, so what we believe is that if we can
vaccinate enough and understand that the reservoir is actually human, it will be endemic before we
can think of elimination.
Just on understanding the natural history and looking at previous corona viruses that cause upper and
lower respiratory tract infections, we see it becoming an endemic disease that we’ll be able to manage
through recurrent vaccinations.
Q8: What do you think is the role of Dental professionals in the management and patient
education on viral diseases.
When you come into contact with patients, you need to ensure that you don’t transmit any infection
to them and vice versa. So if there’s availability of vaccines that can prevent this, then as a dentist, you
should ensure you’re vaccinated and also advise your patients to be vaccinated.
A good exampleis hepatitis B, if someone has Hepatitis B and you prick yourself accidentally during a
dental process,you are likely to get infected.
Q9: What have virologists leraned during this pandemic?
When SARS-Cov-2 broke out in Wuhan, China, we thought it would be contained, how quickly it
spread globally was a big surprise. So we learned to have a very robust surveillance system and put
together a pandemic preparedness program.
Secondly, need to educate the public about virology and prevention through vaccines because there has
been some hesitance noted. You can see a breastfeeding mother take their child for childhood immunisation but the same mother is afraid to go for SARS-Cov-2 vaccine saying she wants to protect her
child.
Interview conducted by:
Mutuku Brenda - BDS II

DENTISTRY

&

COVID -19

COVID-19 has been around for almost two years now, and it may stay a little bit longer. Without
a doubt, it has impacted on dental practice and continues to shape the future of dentistry. Dental practice, as other sectors in the economy and encompassing medical field, has to also adapt to the “new
normal”.
COVID-19 is a highly infectious respiratory disease caused by SARS-COV-2 (Severe Acute Respiratory Coronavirus). The coronavirus disease was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization
on March, 2020 owing to the spread of the disease to majority of the countries in the world. The disease is commonly spread through air droplets or direct contact with the mouth, eyes, or nose. Signs
and symptoms are typically, cough, fever, body aches/pain, and sore throat.
The disease has disrupted the provision of services cutting across all sectors of the economy. Among
the affected are the outpatient services in health facilities and elective treatments. This comes as a major blow to dental practice.
Dentistry undoubtably has gone a full re-evaluation of how dental health care is currently being offered. It is evident that dental practitioners face the highest risk of contracting and transmitting the
virus. A typical dental visit involves the examination of the oral cavity in close proximity. Also, a
majority of dental procedures involve aerosol-generating equipment such as rotary handpieces and
scalers. This puts the dental practitioners in a difficult position to offer the much-needed oral health
care. However, there has been an effort to continue offering services amidst the dilemma thanks to the
guidelines from the World Health Organization, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the
Ministry of Health. Some of the measures include triage centers for temperature checks, handwashing,
personal protective equipment, and reduction of aerosol-generating and/or elective procedures.
What does this mean for a dental patient? Dental visits will definitely deviate from the norm. As a patient you should first ensure you protect yourself by ensuring you wear a mask properly, wash and/or
sanitize your hands regularly, and maintain social distancing. Additionally, you should ensure that you
get vaccinated against COVID 19. Ensure you visit your dentist, when necessary, you may call them
in advance for them to evaluate your condition. At the dental clinic your temperature readings will be
taken as standard procedure. The dentist might ask you a few questions regarding COVID-19 to evaluate your risk. Before procedures you will be provided a mouth-wash also as a standard procedure. The
dental treatment may take longer due to the reduction of use of aerosol-generating equipment. It may
also cost more owing to the extra expense of the personal protective equipment used by the dentist.
It is worth noting that the coronavirus disease may present within the oral cavity in form of gingival
swelling/bleeding, dry mouth, oral ulcerations, and stress-related tooth fractures/bruxism.
“COVID breath/teeth” is a current popular phrase for the deteriorating oral hygiene practices related
with the pandemic. Basically, due to the lockdowns and social distancing measures, people have relaxed their oral hygiene practices. This is a worrying trend as it predisposes you to oral diseases. Top of
the list is dental caries(cavities) due to lack of regular and proper tooth brushing. It is recommended
that you brush your teeth at least twice a day for at least two minutes, and if possible, floss your teeth.
It is also important to reduce snacking in between meals and taking a lot of sugary foods regularly.

Submission by Elton Arunga

As a community we should understand the situation at hand and try to help reduce the spread of
COVID-19. Furthermore, we should be ready to embrace the “new normal”.
Elton Arunga. BDS V, 2022

IT IS NOT ALL THIS!
Rollercoaster! That’s dentistry! The prestigious health cadre that is pure art, science and
technology. It comes in difficult, bitter piecemeals. Anatomy of the planter aspect of the
foot, physiology of sleep, biochemistry’s CH3, histology’s simple squamous that are never
simple and the spinothalamic makes 1st year unforgettably interesting. Somewhere on the
kerb into the other path, “2nd year is the most chilled year” slowly pumps chills down the
spine when you start having the Drancuculus lectures and as if you have onchocercosis, you
see nothing and hear nothing. Within no time, its end of year, Vivas are there. The tabularasa you develop caput medusa on the forehead due to the heat and increased intracranial pressure caused by the simple “define autonomy”. Thinking that its done, you slip into
being a farmer’s seat (Pharmacist) even more- the vincristine not making sense even to the
ladies. It pathologically destroys your grades in the pots with those horse-shoe kidneys as
if you are geriatric, you forget everything you read in that pharmco. “Read it many times.”,
they tell you. The more you read it, the more you forget. That’s where you go for those Surgery MCQs that all answers are the same- “all the above are true or false” is the only right
choice that is missing. You practice teeth setup- haha! You walk with wax knife, spirit lamp
and casts everywhere you go. You walk into a mall, you are that old handy man- astropithecus. I’m a senior student, 4th year it is. Research is there, SPSS is Latin, tooth morphology
is Mandarin, head and neck anatomy is Spanish and even the just concluded biomaterials
does not make sense even in your mother tongue. Modified handgrip sets in, finger spreading follows and the fingerspreaders can’t be used to obturate the canals because RCTs are
not RCTing and minimals are really minimal for 100 films. It’s a narrow single path into
heaven for our Christian brothers and that’s when you realize that’s its not an easy one- single path of insertion in crown and bridge. Its that time when a 24 year old becomes a neonate!
Dentistry is the best when it comes to instilling discipline, self-drive and a sense of direction in us. You look at it, its all fun. Flip the coin above and just identify yourself and what
works best for you. Let it all fall in place.

Submission by Ofula Nicholas

“enough,
If something is important

you should try,
even if the probable outcome
is failure

”

- Elon Musk

THE DENTAL DANCE - Submission by Veronicah Orina

THE

DENTAL DANCE

I have always imagined Dentistry and
its entirety as a dance, hence the dental dance.
I think that is what biology is, and science,
and dentistry too. When the mechanism of
acquisition of periodontal diseases, or dental
caries gets to be explained, I think of it as a
dance. I imagine the squirming movement of
bacteria. I think of the gaiety jumps the microorganisms partake in when they get nutrients from food debris in the mouth. I see the
colonies whispering amongst each other, as
the clansmen talk about who gets to be more
aggressive during a specific period of time.
I think of how the enamel and dentine frown
when demineralization finally wins in the
Carious process. And now in the light of Anti
Microbial Resistance, I can think of the micro
conversations that go on…Of about i.) when
to produce a resistant metabolic pathway (the
shield) , ii.) who to inactivate an antibiotic (
the trickster), iii.) or who has been tried so
many times with drugs (poisons) only to get
away. The word “SURVIVE” descends bright
in my mind. I almost laugh shyly when I
imagine of the way the ‘micro-residents’ in the
oral cavity say it. Perhaps holding tiny hands
on their slim feeble waists… most probably
sweating and thinking, they fought unequivocally. Unfortunately, the good resistance to
susceptibility and death becomes detrimental
to the patient.
I get powerfully drawn to the tumors I come
across in Oral and maxillofacial surgery clinic. Not to say that they make me happy. But
then that checkpoint story sets in and I start to
think about what went wrong.

“I have always imagined Dentistry and its entirety as
a dance, hence the dental dance.”

I think of this mutation as a dance, as the harmless proto-oncogenes transform to oncogenes.
The most exciting part being the survival tactics with the increasing demand of the tumors. I
imagine the curvy and beautiful blood vessels, as they sprout to provide for the tumors in the
process of angiogenesis. I think about the angry façade engraved by the cancerous cells when
they invade adjacent tissues. See the way African dances during circumcision celebrations
sound combative?, I think of them similar to the disruption of cellular activity that happens
in malignancy. Even in metastasis of tumors to other areas. Instead of seeing aggression and
toughness, I lazily think of the action as small children happily playing, setting their heels on
fire and playing hide and seek in their neighbors’ homes.
Smoking is a risk factor to the general health of an individual. And its ‘destructive’ relationship to dentistry is more of a dance. The way the nicotine elicits a fights with the neutrophils;
the way the blood vessels get to be quietened; the way the basement membrane/ endothelium
of the blood vessels gets corrupted by the designless bribe of incoming microflora, probably
smoky themselves!. I think of the despair of the immunoglobulins, now moving away and consoling each other as in, “IgG, we did our best”. And at the end of the day, I imagine the periodontal pathogens clinking wine glasses, and whining, and blowing winning trumpets as they
give birth to more of each other.
More often than not, my colleagues who do not study dentistry usually ask me about what
caused edentulous patients to loose teeth. I inadvertently say, “they loose them to disease, or
probably other factors”. And later in my head I poke myself as in: “Wait, that was it?”. And I
think of the breaking teeth, or the teeth with Grade 3 mobility whose environment had become bare. I shudder at the loneliness the tooth experiences: having lost bone, their gums
receding, and the Periodontal Ligament loosing its ‘vibe’. I imagine the tooth dying, dancing a
dance of despair. Telling its neighbors goodbye, and that it was time to leave.
During eruption, I admire the dance of tugging each other along, communication, and organization. The beautiful tooth germ (Thinking of the pink slide histologically), inciting its layers
to differentiate. I imagine the signaling pathways giving roles. The enamel organ forming the
enamel with a huge biceps and feeling happy that it was hard, strong, beautifully white and
exposed.
I imagine the displeasure of the dental follicle, having to be the guard from the inside: the
invisible protector who still plays a key role upon maturity to become the cementum and the
PDL. I imagine the dental papilla as a lastborn child, a vital one who would dictate if the tooth
was dead or alive through its function of the pulp, {leave alone the dentine}.

During trauma to the teeth and face, I think of the way the receptors of pain scold each
other but still ensuring smooth passage of an impulse. I think of cells such as fibroblasts,
doing their work of supplying nutrients, and at the same time tending to their social life.
And probably on this Sunday morning they were working, and going to church. I can
imagine them saying ‘Ouch’ to the sudden hit. I can imagine the odontoblasts multitasking, signaling each other in a bid to form tertiary dentine. I think that the cells do some
sort of Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation, so as to insulate their pulp. I can imagine them
closing in on each other, making the pulp smaller and clapping for the sclerosis that comes
about for defense. I’d say they win, as ‘us’ humans toil to try and ensure patency of the canals of a tooth attacked 4 months prior with just manual endodontic files.
See it looks interesting: THE DANCE, I hope we find interest and pleasure too as we try
to stop the bad dental dances. I hope, that as we work on teeth, we get to be the people
who understand them most. I hope we dance at the end of most procedures, successful
extractions, restorations, root canal treatments, and periodontal therapies. I hope that as
future dental practitioners and researchers, we can spear head the dances of fighting cancers in the oral and maxillofacial region. I hope we dance, at the end of the day whenever
we give life by giving out better teeth, either as they are or fake as they should be!. I hope
that as people who hold dental mirrors, and sutures, we don’t forget to dance in the field of
Dentistry, even as we fight bad dental dances and encourage good dental dances.

DID YOU KNOW?
Submission by: Martha Monari

1. The first recorded dentist was an Egyptian known as Hesi-Re who lived in 3000BC
2.Emeline Roberts Jones was the first woman to practice dentistry in 1855 in Connecticut.
3. Lucy Hobbs Taylor was the first woman to receive DDS in dentistry in 1866.
4. Giraffes have 32 teeth however most of their teeth are molars
5. Elephants, rabbits, squirrels and rodents have teeth that never stop growing
6. An elephant grinds its molars and grows new ones six times in its lifetime. One molar is 7
inches square and weighs over 7 pounds
7.The crocodile bird flies into the open mouth of a crocodile to clean crocodile’s teeth.
8.The first tooth brush were tree twigs. The first tooth paste was pumice, talc, alabaster, coral powder or iron rust.
9.Right handed people tend to chew on the right side while left handed people tend to chew
on their left side.
10.A person produces 100,000 gallons of saliva in their lifetime.
11.The average woman smiles 62 times a day, the average man smiles about 8 times a day.
12.61% adults admit that they are attracted to somebody’s smile alone
13.Kids laugh about 400 times a day. Adults laugh about 15 times
14. If you don’t floss teeth, you don’t clean about 40% of the tooth surface

Teeth facts

1. 1 in 4 adults do not brush their teeth twice a day thus increasing caries risk by 33%
By: Veronicah Orinah - BDS 5

2. On average, we spend about 38.5 days brushing our teeth in our lifetime.
3.Tooth prints are unique to each person.
4.Most people prefer blue toothpastes rather to red.
5.The average person brushes 45 to 70 seconds a day. The recommended time is 2-3 minutes.

What a beautiful word! But what exactly are they?

Submission by: Muigai Samuel Kariuki

“

Unlike diamonds, watches were practical. They
were for people on the run, people with appointments
to keep and scheules to meet.

”

– Jeannette Walls (The Glass Castle)

WATCHES
Submission by: Muigai Samuel Kariuki

by a watch aficionado

“Unlike diamonds, watches were practical. They were for people on the
run, people with appointments to keep and schedules to meet.” – Jeannette Walls (The Glass Castle).
Watches germinated into human society in the 17th century as a colossal
consequence of clocks that date back to the 14th century. However, the seedling withered and shivered in the cold hand of history, only mentioned between the lips of the
high and mighty such as Elizabeth I of England (1571), Queen of Naples (1810), and
Countess Koscowicz of Hungary (1868 from Patek Philippe). Oh! Yes, they were feminine. From the beginning, wristwatches were almost exclusively worn by women – men
used pocket watches up until the early-20th century.
It was not until the late 19th century that the seedling’s miniature leaves tasted the
warm lips of the morning sun and blossomed into a giant green plant
with roots running so deep, they could hear the murmurs from hell.
This was catalyzed by the induction of wristwatches into the military regalia and that meant big production numbers. This decision arrived after
the important discovery that it was difficult to check the pocket watch
when performing tasks such as flying a plane or detonating a bomb. And
Bingo! The watch rose from the depths of darkness as the Generals and
Commanders spread the gospel of “watch wristlet” (as they were commonly referred to).
Watch wristlets served a pivotal role in the synchronization of milFigure 1 Early wristwatch by
Walthan, donned by World itary maneuvers and attacks such as the timing of bombings etcetera.
War I soldiers (German
Clock Museum). Attributes The use of wristwatches subsequently became widespread among
to Museumsfoto –
the officer and army class. The company Mappin & Webb kicked off
Deutsches Uhrenmuseum
production of their successful “campaign watch” for soldiers during
the campaign in Sudan in 1898 and
accelerated production for the 2nd Boer War a few years
later.[ “The Evolution of the Wristwatch”. Archived from the
original on 8 December 2013. Retrieved 8 December 2013.]
Louis Cartier (you’ve probably met a Cartier watch on the internet, time to meet her parents) in 1904 patented a wristwatch to
allow his friend Alberto Santos-Dumont to check flight performance in his airship whilst keeping both hands on the controls
as checking his pocket watch was out of the question.[ “The History of Cartier”. InterWatches. Retrieved 23 August 2016.] One
year later, a gentleman by the name of Hans Wilsdorf moved to
London and gave birth to his business, Wilsdorf & Davis, with
his brother-in-law Alfred Davis, whose essence was to produce
quality timepieces at affordable prices: the company was baptized Rolex in 1915.

Figure 2 Mappin & Webb's wristwatch
advertisement (1898). Attributes to
Mappin & Webb company.

[ Rolex Jubilee Vade Mecum published by the Rolex Watch Company in 1946.] About a century later and affordable and Rolex are antipodal.

“Far out in the uncharted backwaters of the unfashionable end of the western spiral arm of
the Galaxy lies a small unregarded yellow sun. Orbiting this at a distance of roughly ninety-two million miles is an utterly insignificant little blue-green planet whose ape-descended
life forms are so amazingly primitive that they still think digital watches are a pretty neat
idea.” – Douglas Adams (The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy).
The tree suffered exponential growth as a consequence of the first world war and by 1930
the ratio of wristwatches to pocket watches was 50:1 in market share. The popularity of these
watch wristlets incepted their diversity. The trunk diverged into 3 principle branches on the
basis of movement – mechanical, automatic, and electronic watches. With two key types of
displays: digital and analog watches.
Mechanical watches use a balance wheel together with the balance
spring (hairspring) to control the motion of the gear system of the
watch in a similar manner to the swinging of a pendulum. They
are sensitive to position, temperature, and magnetism.
Mechanical watches use a balance wheel together with the balance
spring (hairspring) to control the motion of the gear system of the Figure 3 A mechanical watch.
watch in a similar manner to the swinging Attributes to Kristoferb at
of a pendulum. They are sensitive to posi- English Wikipedia.
tion, temperature, and magnetism.
On the other hand, automatic watches
rewind the mainspring by tapping the natural motions of the wearer.
They are very aesthetically pleasing and collectors have an eye for these
novel pieces. However, in terms of pragmatism, they have a flaw; one
has to readjust the time if they remove the watch for too long as they watch will cease ticking
or gliding. This length is typically about 40-50 hours which is ages to pretend you forgot to
put on your wristwatch.
Lastly, we have the electronic watches which I’m pretty sure every Tom, Dick and Harry has
encountered out there. They use quartz movements which are primarily electronic to move
the mechanical arms of the watch.
Away from that to the beautiful flowers of this tree which are the displays. Digital watches
show the time in numbers or the dials. End of story. I side with Douglas that anyone who
thinks they are a neat idea… Now to analog displays. The elegance of staring into your wrist
and seeing the smile of that wristlet with the arms and feet dancing on your dial in an attempt
to tell you the angle of rotation of the earth on its axis is pretty magical.
Etched into people’s brains is the concept that watches tell the time. Do they? What is time?
That’s a hot topic – let me run away from the fire before it consumes me. But, “Father said
clocks slay time. He said time is dead as long as it is being clicked off by little wheels; only
when the clock stops does time come to life.” – William Faulkner (The Sound and the Fury).

“Jewelry isn’t really my thing, but I’ve always got my eye on people’s watches.” – Clive Owen.
By Muigai Samuel Kariuki
BDS III, 2022.

PHEROMONES AND COMMUNICATION
Submission by: Kagai Reuben

The Human Physiology enthusiasts were
probably grinning from ear to ear on reading the title while the fun readers probably
won’t even get this far. Bad news for the
former group, the article is about animals.
Some sort of good news for the latter group
that has made it to this point, the article
won’t be mundanely educative but also a
fun read, or so I hope.
So, what are pheromones and how useful
are they in animal communication and
relation? A pheromone is a secreted or excreted chemical factor that triggers a social
response in members of the same species.
While there are many uses of pheromones
by various animals, herein we get to look at
a few of the quite interesting cases.

2. Catfish
Well, to fish enthusiasts, we’re not talking
about the literal catfish here, but a reptile
specie called the Red sided garter snake.
Whereas human beings mainly catfish
behind the curtains of social media, these
snakes, particularly some male, have mastered an efective and much needed method of catfishing, pheromone mimicking.

Mating among these snakes is characterized by as many as 100 males going
head to head on a female, in response
to a pheromone she secretes, forming a
writhing mass commonly referrred to
as a mating ball. Perhaps relishing a well
earned mating rite, the male garter snakes
1. Toxic Attraction
court a female more actively when other
As to why ladies prefer the typical so called males are also courting the female. When
‘bad boys’ remains a mystery to some. You’d a male succeeds in mating, it marks the
think that this sort of inverse attraction be- female with a pheromone to keep away
haviour is only exhibited in human beings, other potential suitors.
but, let’s take a look at this specie of butterfly called The Queen Butterfly (D.gilippus). Some males secrete the female pheromone to distract other males by making
them persue them, giving the deceptors
This moderately large butterfly with a
the upper hand to mate with the female.
tough flexible chitinous exoskeleton feeds
on toxic alkaloids containing plants such as
milkweed.The male converts the toxins into
a substance which during courting, transfers to the female. The female queen butterfly is attracted more to a male butterfly that
has more poison mainly because the female
uses the poison to protect her eggs from
predators.

3. Suicidal Pine Tree

4. Weaver Ants

Just like Kenyans, The Pine engraver
beetles are generous party animals. Once
a beetle settles on an already stressed pine
tree, it releases a pheromone that summons other pine engraver beetles (the
typical Kenyan ‘uko?’ text) to join it to eat
and mate.
The new batch of jubilant pine loving
beetles arrive and, on satisfaction, join
the pioneer beetle in pheromone secretion, informing the yet to arrive beetles
just how much the grass is greener on
their side. The cycle continues such that,
with each batch of newcomers, the pheromone signals get stronger eventually
leading to a heavy infestation that destroys the tree.
No one loves an overcrowded party and
so too don’t pine engraver beetles. To
avoid this, there’s an upper limit for the
pheromone concentration above which,
the consequent batch of beetles are drawn
to the area but not the same tree. They
attack nearby trees leading to death of an
entire tree cluster.
The pheromone is produced using chemical substances extracted from the tree
itself.

Yeahp, this time no clever titles, we’re
talking about weaver ants. Perhaps one
of the insects with the most complex
pheromone systems.
The foragers leave a trail pheromone
on the route to food. They touch other
weaver ants with their antennae when
recruiting them, transferring food’s
odour to convince them.
In case there’s danger or an intruder,
they return for back up, releasing an
alarm pheromone to other ants. The
alarm pheromone is a complex consisting of four chemicals whereby the first
commands “pay attention” second says
“look for intruder” third stimulates aggression and fourth sounds attack.
Honourable mentions
Lions, female ring tailed lemur, Desert
iguana, earth worms, male orchid bees
and queen bee.

Well, at least the case for the queen butterflies is easily deciphered.
Red sided garter snake

Queen Butterfly

Weaver Ants

Pine engraver beetle

Who is more thrilling? Humans? Artificial Intelligence? Who (or what) has what it takes to
bring a little corner of paradise down to earth? Ultimately, where will the credit be due when
the ‘making the world a better place’ mission is complete? Will we have ourselves to thank,
or will it be the super machines that will be glorified? Will we have the suited scales of measurement? Or will there be no winner (or loser) at all? Where are the odds shifting to at the
moment?
The world has seen crazy inventions and if anything, one would be a fool to think there aren’t more coming. Thanks to these mindblowing creations, humans have managed to execute
‘simple tasks’ which, in itself, is a phrase made possible by the technology down here. How
sending information went from smoke signals to a few taps here and there is just a needle in
this stack of world wonders.
In the recent past, technology has progressed so much that concerns have been raised about
human labour being replaced by robots which are ‘more accurate... .’ Such occurences expectedly brought the conflict of thought: who does it better, the human or his creation? There
have been quite a few difficult sides to pick than this. Both camps have tons of very agreeable
reasons as to why they they believe their’s the winning team.
If you take time to listen to those championing AI’s, be ready to experience an out-of-thisworld illustration of the term evidence. You will probably started on the field of medicine
where you will have the priviledge of seeing robotic arms performing perfect, microscopic
surgeries in record time. Next in line could be the millions of variations being ran in medical
laboratories to get the correct formulas for modern medicine and vaccines. I By then, you
wouldn’t have to be shown the automated machines that perform tasks at home like vendors
and heat detectors to fall in love with artificial intelligence.
Humans on the other hand will serve you a hot plate of details as to why all praise is theirs at
the end of the day. One particular answer will probably mute you for good: It is the humans
who are to thank for all the AI inventions. See, if an artificial intelligence machine is so wise,
what does it say about it’s creator, given that such machines only work under the instructions given by the human? Like some sort of supernatural power, man thought of and created
something so genius that there was a possibility of it replacing him!
Being of a moral nature, the conflict herein is not one to be solved by a universal decision. It
comes down to individual preferance and choice. There is even a more satisfying endgame;
where one doesn’t let themselves have to choose between one thing or the other. Perhaps it is
better to have it all when we can, rather than going one direction and completely losing out
on the other. That it doesn’t always have to be this or that; it can change to this and that.

Bill Rono

Submission by Bill Rono
F1 Aficionado & Pundit

Formula one or simply F1 is a game that’s gaining popularity pretty fast ,breaking
the myth that it’s a game of the “elite” .The F1 fanbase is really expanding.
The revving of engines and the sports razzmatazz has made the sport to be really followed. The rivalry from the days Aryton Senna and Alain Prost to Lewis Hamilton and
Nico Rosberg to the current one between Sir Lewis Hamilton and Max Verstappen has
given fodder to pundits and fans each pulling from their own direction.
F1 has seen in the recent past, push for equality and respect for human rights, talk of
the black lives matter campaign among many others .These campaigns have been perceived by some as pr stunts and bringing a lot politics in a sport that got little politics
while a majority see it as an initiative for humanity .
The races on the different tracks bring different experiences feelings and memories.
Sometimes the chase gets so exciting at times mechanical hitches here and there other
times accidents ,some minor some serious...remember of the Grosjean accident?
The sport however hasn’t been less of controversy, judging from the most recent races
like the Silverstone and Monza Grand Prixes and the last race of the season Abu Dhabi Grand prix where the Redbull’s win was and is still disputed majorly by Mercedes
and its fans .Some feel the FIA wasn’t fair at all in their decision, rules were broken or
rather twisted to favour a party ,others do feel that those complaining are just but cry
babies Whichever the way and case the sport still remains interesting.
Looking into the 2022 season ,the races to be highly followed are the Dutch GP and
Silverstone GP as the two main competitors would be doing it at their home grounds
.we can’t wait for March .....
VAMOS

With Nairobi many pases ahead of ‘the rest’ to even afford fresh food stores where they
sell gluten-free and sugar-free “things” and lots of lettuce. The prices are anything but
close to “free”. Sport centres and designer stores; really first class world living, on the
flipside, our moms in ‘the rest’ sit by the market all day next to their fresh food [stores]
where “things” are actually almost free, but ‘we know better’. Mark you, I’m not trying to sound vituperative about development. But they know better than to know our
health is getting better nought. Lesser symptoms in the bigger cities but disease nonetheless. But I digress.

The

DENTIST’S
GORDIAN
Doing dentistry is pretty uncomplicated. The headache in dentistry comes about when trying to answer all these incredible unwarranted questions
from ignomarus men and women who out of curiosity or self-pride, I know not which, plumber you
day and night trying not to sound offfensive. The
word choice, tone and sentence structure might
vary but the message they demand or pass across is
as close as the toes on your feet. Some long, some
short, some funny, some dirty but close nonetheless.

”

“We’ve made strides to

get hither, geographically uneven strides, but
strides nonetheless.

KNOT

Forget not, that I, judge them not. If that was the
intention of my penning down, may ink have my
pen not. This quandary was ignited by one of the
matches that the founding fathers of this nation set
about to break: ignorance. Ignorance, poverty and
disease cursed the soil upon its infancy and arrested
the country in neonacy. We’ve made strides to get
hither, geographically uneven strides, but strides
nonetheless.

The questions push you into a corner where you have to make a choice. A Graham
Brown said, “Life is about choices. Some we regret, some we’re proud of. Some will
haunt us forever… The message: we are what we chose to be.” You look deep into our
conscious wondering should I tell them the truth and explain every single thing I’m
doing or should I just shrug it off and let them go home proud and projecting.
It’s always a multifactorial question that makes you question every particular
iota of the encounter. The person, the time, the environment etcetera. I used
to be enthusiastic about being honest about it but nowadays I’m a bit weary. I might just smile and nod. Yes! Whatever you think big man.
The questions go something like this: So, you study teeth for 5 years? Or
all your life you’ll just be ‘removing’ teeth? What do you study in BDS? Or
comments like ‘why do you go to KNH?’ I remember one guy had the audacity of asking why I attended physiology practicals. Like really are you even
listening to yourself!
Most of the time none of the platoons of these tribunals of inquiry even care. They are
puppets of fear going down the strait of ‘What if?’. All of us at a certain point think
about The Road Not Taken [Robert Frost]: “Saving it for another day yet knowing how
way leads on to way, I doubted if I should ever come back.” But still, we rise. Because
BDS is the hidden treasure of the ages. The oasis in the long and dry desert. The sunset
on the coast or the sunrise in the alps. It’s magical yet meek, loud yet murmurs, BDS is
for the bold and true, those with nothing to lose.
So next time that question hits you because the trajectory hasn’t changed and you’ll
still find yourself in the spotlight; go boldly about it. Claim it in boldness like the real
mother in front of Solomon. Don’t be part of slicing her. Champion for her in duels.
And don her in jewels by learning her intricacies and listening to the secrets she has to
whisper. Or still walk away and keep your mystique. Refuse to be distracted from your
bold pursuit to answer pretentious quizzes and unwarranted curiosity. Because if they
were real interested they would know. Because irrespective of your decision we shall
still rise. Fast sometimes, slow at others but rise nonetheless.

‘You may write me down I history
With your bitter, twisted lies,
You may trod me in the very dirt
But still, like dust, I’ll rise.
Does my sassiness upset you?
Why are you beset with gloom?
‘Cause I walk like I’ve got oil wells
Pumping in my living room.
Just like moons and like suns,
With the certainty of tides,
Just like hopes springing high,
Still I’ll rise.
Did you want to see me broken?
Bowed head and lowered eyes?
Shoulders falling down like teardrops,
Weakened by my soulful cries?

“L

ife is about choices. Some we
regret, some we’re proud of. Some
will haunt us forever… The message: we are what we chose to be.

”

Does my haughtiness offend you?
Don’t you take it awful hard
‘Cause I laugh like I’ve got gold mines
Diggin’ in my own backyard.
You may shoot me with your words,
You may cut me with your eyes,
You may kill me with your hatefulness,
But still, like air, I’ll rise…’

Angelou, Maya “Still I Rise.” Poetry Foundation, 2020

By Muigai Samuel Kariuki
BDS 3 2021/22©

IF THE EAGLE HAD NOT TAKEN THE DAGGER

In zero concentration, his eyes followed a giant bird coursing down through the calm air.
They remained loyal to the bird, falling as it fell, blinking as it splashed into still waters, widening as it emerged from the waters. A small fish, probably a large dagger, hung loosely with its tail
caught in between the bird’s beak. The fish flipped and turned in helpless attempts to set itself
free. His eyes still watched as the bird flapped its wet colossal wings, struggling with an inclined
ascension to the sky. Below it, its shadow ascended on the valley’s escarpment. The bird faded
into a tiny dot as calmness returned to the disturbed waters.
As serenity came upon the waters, so did it come upon his mind. And now he could see and
concentrate, and wow nature’s serenity, almost forgetting the chaos and turmoil that was before in his mind. He sighed. A deep sigh. He shuffled his feet back from the edge of the land on
which he was precariously standing on. He started a back stroll, at first slowly then pacing up
progressively.
He watched the waters again at the spot where a dagger fell prey to an eagle. Then he murmured
something to himself, an almost imperceptible murmur. He stood still as he let his mind descend taking him through what would have happened if the eagle had not taken the dagger.
He would have let himself splash into the waters from the precipice on which he had watched
the spectacle. At first, he would have sealed his mouth, and his nose. He would have fought a
battle with his natural instincts. An ironic battle, but a battle nevertheless. His instincts would
have grown strong, and mighty. Then in a jiff, he would have opened his nose, and his mouth
after. He would have offered zero resistance to the waters. He would have let them in, breathe
them as if they were air, let them crush his lungs with mighty force. He felt ripples of chills
through his muscles and jaw as he imagined the searing pain flowing from his chest to his head
and every other part of his body. Once more, his instincts would have acted. And thinking oxygen were still there, he would have pulled in another gallon. Lungs lead-heavy, ribs cannot hold
any much longer. The chest would have broken. Another spasm of excruciating pain. And another. Another. But the pain would have lasted only a while. Or so his mind said. It would have
been the last, ultimate pain of his life. Or so his mind said. The mind would have gone black,
calm.
Then from that moment, only glory would have followed. Only glory. He could see his body
going down in a certain kind of slow, the glory kind of slow, the majestic kind of slow. And the
underground pure waters receiving him, laying him gently in the lake’s under. There, beside the
colorful flora, sparkling pebbles, ethereal gravel. Where no man has dwelt to make dirty of it.
There. Where he would have swollen with waters from the lake’s under, swollen with nature’s
pride. And after, he would have had his ultimate moment of glory. He would have been presented again to the world. He would have risen. Resurfaced. Floated from edge to edge. The sun
would have shone upon him and the waters, and they would have shone back in response. All
for the world to see.

By: Josiah
B.PHARMACY III UON

Yes! All that would have happened. If the eagle had not taken the dagger

GOD AND DEPRESSION
Introduction

There has been a great debate, interest really,
about mental health. Everywhere we turn, all
audios, all videos, all reels... (I’m being dramatic) somehow have a bent towards mental
health. I particularly dislike the fleetingness of
this topic in that it has our attention only when
someone dies or walks into a sea etc. Here, we
then post things about things like, ‘’reach out
guys’’, “check on your friends”, then we turn over
to sleep, or to post our next meme. Foolish, if
you ask me.
But what is depression really? What leads men
into this state of barrenness of the soul? What
can we do about it, if at all? And, specially,
what’s God’s take on this disease of the spirit of
man?
Depression, to be simplistic, is an inability to
hope. Many things lead people to this, reasons
for which time and pen would run out if there
were any such attempts at listings and elucidations. What we know though is that a conglomeration of major life events and ‘psychological
rigidity’ often bring one down to such a level.
Of course, not all people sink to that, and,
wouldn’t it be interesting to know why selfsame
events yield very different things in different
men?
Types of depression range from mild depression
in all its variant forms to severe depression. We
have ‘high functioning depression’, formerly
classed under dysthymias, and persistent depressive disorder, and, on the extreme end, a
major depressive disorder. It is not my aim to go
into the details of these.
Then, who is God? What his his case? Is there
depression in scripture? How about suicidal
ideation? So what was his response? We will
consider two cases on that vein.

A Story Of Fire

Once, this year, I lit up some dry twigs.
That’s all too common, right? No. It had
rained a little that January evening, and
the twigs were such a nuisance, really noisome. I wanted to clear them before coming to school, so, I set fire to them. Then,
the flames, slowly at first, in no moment,
smoke, black, then white smoke. It had
been anointed, methinks. I have never been
so scared. I prayed, the flames were now
almost as high as the trees, I tried pouring
sawdust in there, nothing changed. Finally,
God gave me an idea, I took some old iron
sheets and tried covering the fire. By this
time, neighbors were watching as I almost
burned the hedge of my neighbor, and consequently, their home. My sister rushed in
to help, and dad too arrived. In three days,
the fire was out. I beat myself up for the
next few days on my foolishness. All dad
said was that fire can be risky, especially on
dry twigs from many trees. I thanked God
for his angels. A story of fire.

The Limits of Fire

Most of what we do in life is in order to
be accepted by others, be it our peers and/
or parents, or be it strangers who know
not our coming in or our going out. I have
heard many discussions on not caring
about people’s opinions and many such
things, but, deep down, we all care about
what people think of us. It is a truth that
much of what we do in life is really aimed
at this vain end. To be accepted. People
smoke, people dance, people aim at the
sky... often due to social pressure and for
social validation.

Without it, we suffer. How about buying
flowers and who knows what else here? Why
do we so? Is this ‘foreign fire’ lighting up our
hearts for earth’s glory really sustainable? We
also have other fires that light us up. That
one goal to ride on angels’ wings. That one
goal to dance with the butterflies. That goal
to dine with kings and to fly with monarchs.
That goal to be the best. That goal to be loved
as we are, weirdly, genuinely, unrelentingly.
We want to matter too. And we want to matter in a big way. But what happens if those
we ‘lit up’ for treat our fires with disdain?
What if our careers are at stake? What if our
parents leave us for better ‘children’ elsewhere? What if those angels stopped dancing? Where do we now go?
Can our fires be limited? Are they ‘strange
fires’? If we take them for ‘holy fires’, who are
we now?

And they sang. By noonday fair, forenoon really, they were now offering sweat to this god.
The prophets prophesized, the philosophers
philosophized, cows mooed, birds stopped flitting around to watch. They had not witnessed
such a largesse in over three years anyway, so
would you blame those thirsty vultures, kites
and eagles for circling overhead? By afternoon,
the audience was tired, so the prophets got
knives and performed some minor surgeries on
themselves. For if god doesn’t accept song and
praise, doesn’t accept sweat and brass, would he
refuse the blood of the saints?
Then, their gods, they finally discovered, had
gone on a business trip, or were deaf or dead.
Elijah sets in, reorganizes the stage a bit, and
I don’t know where he gets water from, but
manages to flood that dry earth. After some
prayers, the bulls are consumed and the curtain
is drawn. End of show. (Blood interlude) .He
finishes the ‘slaughter’ and heads away running
Depression in Scripture, Elijah
faster than horses so as not to get wet.
One day, Elijah decided to throw a major
Some time later, he hears of Jezebel. The star
show down between God and Baalim. It was of God is now burnt out and his fatigue makes
a national drama festival. Common men
him a coward. He runs away, far away and asks
and kings sat as they watched. Governors
God to take his life. God sends an angel who
and their wives, princes and their concutells him, ‘boy, wanna eat?’. He eats a few times
bines. Prophets and magicians, atheists and but still wants to die. So God’s sends him on a
believers in God. Then, the day began as the journey and prepares him for a ride on chariots
curtains fell off. The main act was to ask God instead. Makofi!
and/or gods to send down fire from heaven
to burn down the sacrifices at the altar. The Lessons
majority were given first chance. It started
God sees us when are burnt out. He underwell, perhaps with song and dance, and jeers stands when we suddenly fret from such small
and cheers. Then, something happened that threats. When we are tired and hiding away in
startled them. These gods didn’t seem to hear our caves, he shows up. When we are asleep, his
them. So they pulled out timbrels and trum- angels wake us up.
pets and called the sons of Asaph to sing.

With burning coals they bake us bread and bring us water. Then, they let us rest. Then wake
us up again and let us eat, ‘for the journey is great’. Then, as per God’s judgment, they give us
more strength to go on or they let us hand over our duties. Makofi!
Job and The Trapdoor Fall. There is a time when the trapdoor falls just right below our feet,
and now we are in a dungeon, with mud right up to just below our nares. When we open our
ears, our friends are pouring poison right down our ears. Our wives want us dead. And evil
men all are marveling at what kind of God we worship. God who hurts and bruises and injures
without mercy? But, is it so?
Job, the richest man in the world then, suddenly has everything go away. From children to
lambs, from gold to bronze, from good sense to dignity. He begins strongly saying sijui how
he was born bare and would return bare. As sores go on, and days go by, he laments a lot, and
calls for a meeting with God. At some point, he wants to be dead.
But, what does God do? He presents him the larger picture. That his suffering is not really the
point, but that the great controversy between Satan and God is. Job repents of his views, prays
for his friends and gets a double portion of his former estate.

Lessons
God at times allows for trapdoors to fall right below our feet. He at times allows
the Devil to hurt us. It is not because he is sadistic, but that he is vindicating his
name through us. The Devil claims that we only worship God because our careers,
money, family... are intact, then God goes something like, ‘gosh! She loves me more
than what I give her’, and the Devil is like, ‘let’s see’. How sad that we at times prove
God wrong in our dungeons. But, if we keep holding up and trusting in his word,
we sure will have a good end. Be it heaven at the resurrection, in the case of martyrdom or disease, or worldly glory as in the case of Job.
Conclusion
Being tied up too tightly to a certain persona can be a real problem when things
change. We are not just career people, but we are more than that, we are God’s children. While we may get depressed and even suicidal at sudden negative changes,
God is there to succor us. Whether he heals our earthly condition as in the case of
Job, or doesn’t, as in the case of Elijah, he still cares.

By: Hesbon Kirwa
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MOVIE REVIEW
THE WOMAN IN THE HOUSE
ACROSS THE STREET FROM
THE GIRL IN THE WINDOW
Review by: Kate Mumbi

I could finish this review before I even begin it by saying...if you’re looking for something to
play as background noise on the tv while you’re stalking your ex’s new partner on Instagram
or adding things to your Jumia cart that you’re never going to get past the checkout...this is
the show for you. You know that kaweird netflix and chill phase where you’re both not
focussing on whatever’s on but you’ve decided to have some decorum and not rut like animals in captivity from the jump?...yeah, that’s the time to play The Woman In The House
Across The Street From The Girl In The Window.
Title’s a mouthful, I’m acutely aware...but that’s because the show is a parody of two iconic
shows; The Woman in The Window, starring Amy Adams and The Girl on The Train.
The creators of the show had the vision to mock the cinematic subgenre where the female
protagonist believes they witness something horrendous and spend the entirety of the film
trying to convince everyone else that they’re NOT crazy.
As a parody...creator Mike Tyson was aiming for a kind of funny approach to the subgenre,
which was why he labelled it a comedy. A task he failed horribly at. Granted, humor is
subjective, but there’s only so many Disney grade punchlines and statements that one can
take. As a comedy it was severely underwhelming...like ASAP- rocky- fathering Rihanna
-Robyn -Fenty’s -child kind of underwhelming. (Should’ve been Drake but hey! that’s not
what we’re here for today)
The movie was as far away from a comedy as Steve Harvey is from having a healthy afro. So
it sank like the Titanic in that regard. Most critics claim that Bell; Who played the lead
character; Anna, a divorcee who lost her daughter in a tragic accident, finds it the best use
of her time to be in a wine induced haze and sit by her window watching her neighbours
house.

It’s ludicrous really, but she’s a bored housewife, although I’m not sure that’s the best term
seeing as her ex husband,who is the major cause of their daughter’s demise, is merrily frolicking with another woman. Honestly, I don’t blame Anna for falling into the blissful arms
of alcoholism, it’s easy to sympathize with her character when one becomes privy to what
she’s been through...which is also why most other characters on the show cut her major
slack.
Oh, critics claim that Bell brought the only comedic relief to the show with her Bell-ness. I
admit, it’s hard for me to not laugh at anything that Christen Bell is in, she has a naturally
funny take on even the most serious topics...but even The Magnificent Christen Bell
couldn’t
save this one.
But what about as a thriller? …. As a thriller, TWITHATSFTGITW (whew! can I have some
glucose! ) In this regard, the show didn’t completely flop. Unlike in the comedic sector
where it capsized, as a thriller, it flapped around helplessly like a baby seal before the killer
shark from Jaws swooped in and ate it. The beauty of an award winning thriller, friends, is
in the details. Details that the show was severely lacking in. Anna’s daughters horrific death
at the hands of a man eating serial killer, was one of the things that pushed her into alcoholism which resulted in her being buzzed while “witnessing” the murder of her neighbour’s
girlfriend...and yet it was merely mentioned in passing...like the weather on a Tuesday
afternoon. If you’re a thriller enthusiast this show will be gruesomely painful for your taste
buds.
But if there’s one thing Netflix will do to cover up the absurdity of a show...is bombard it
with good looking cast members who have a foreign accent. Exhibit A ; Emily in Paris. And
that was also the case here, we had Shelley Henning albeit for the shortest time...that incredibly hot English dilf (pardon my French) amongst an array of relatively attractive men
and women to serve as eye candy and try to make us forget that the show is crap...which is
why it was trending. Honestly, whenever I see something, #Number1inKenya...that’s when I
know exactly what NOT to watch.
The setting was decent enough, although we hardly saw more than Anna’s living room at
many given times. The graphics were nothing to throw a party over but they also weren’t
overly cringy and unbelievable, so I won’t complain too much about them...I’ve seen better
but I’ve also seen waaaay worse. The plot, however, was all over the place. It was undecided,
there was little to no development, there wasn’t an investment in the characters’ personal
growth....nothing any of the other characters except Anna did actually went into furthering
the plot.

I mean, I get that she’s the main character but come on, they could’ve at least had
other things going on for them. The only time we interact with the rest of the characters is
when Anna is interacting with them, otherwise they’re out of sight and out of mind...it’s a
one woman show and I loved it because I’m a misandrist, sue me.
Generally, I’d rate it an incredibly generous 4.5/10. If you have the time to kill...go for it. If
you’re looking for something to occupy you, engage you, fulfil your viewer fantasies,
consume you...yeah you might want to sit this one out, unless you want to be rolling your
eyes at the screen every two seconds.

CAN’T
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Can’t is the worst word that’s written or spoken;
Doing more harm here than slander and lies;
On it is many a strong spirit broken,
And with it many a good purpose dies.
It springs from the lips of the thoughtless each morning
And robs us of courage we need through the day:
It rings in our ears like a timely-sent warning
And laughs when we falter and fall by the way.

O

Can’t is the father of feeble endeavor,
The parent of terror and half-hearted work;
It weakens the efforts of artisans clever,
And makes of the toiler an indolent shirk.
It poisons the soul of the man with a vision,
It stifles in infancy many a plan;
It greets honest toiling with open derision
And mocks at the hopes and the dreams of a man.
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Can’t is a word none should speak without blushing;
To utter it should be a symbol of shame;
Ambition and courage it daily is crushing;
It blights a man’s purpose and shortens his aim.
Despise it with all of your hatred of error;
Refuse it the lodgment it seeks in your brain;
Arm against it as a creature of terror,
And all that you dream of you some day shall gain.
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Can’t is the word that is foe to ambition,
An enemy ambushed to shatter your will;
Its prey is forever the man with a mission
And bows but to courage and patience and skill.
Hate it, with hatred that’s deep and undying,
For once it is welcomed ‘twill break any man;
Whatever the goal you are seeking, keep trying
And answer this demon by saying: “I can.”
Poem by Edgar Albert Guest

Submitted by Newton
Waithaka

SOON, I SAY
Every evening,
Around the coal engulfed in a yellow sooty scorching cover,
We sat,
Our ears attentive to the wisdom laddened words of our grandmother,
Listen Children,
She would begin,
In her slow, aged, voice,
As the reflection of the flame danced in her eyes,
Love is a pretentious precarious predator,
That passively destroys you,
As,
Your heart it obliterates,
She would add with passion,
Passion that made me,
Though ignorant,
Detest the so-called love.
Now as I age,
My grandmother’s epitaph reminding us of what she said,
For she has long been gone but her words still remain,
My mother laments day in day out,
“When will you bring home a bride?”
Soon, I say,
Though still contemptuous to the subject,
Mother cries,
“For God’s sake, you are forty already”
She shrieks,
“When will I see my grandchildren?”
Soon,
I say.
As I grip my walking stick,
To my mother’s grave I take flowers,
“How soon is your soon?”
Her grave seems to mock me,
Soon, I say
But,
How soon is my soon?

Poem written and submitted by Kagai Reuben
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Bernadine Evaristo

- Shifting the paradigm.

The book not only dares you to have an open
mind through the characters but through the
style of writing. Right from the first sentence,
the author invites the reader to be more open
minded by throwing away most conventions
of traditional punctuation rules and forges her
own path.It has been a bit ill received by some
readers but personally I loved it.

Book review by :
For the sake of brevity, I’ll share the theme
ONGAS
that struck me the most, post-partum deBDS V

pression. A rivetting story is told about one
character’s journey through loss of failed pregThe reason why I got into reading books is to
nancies and the despair when she finally has
broaden my perspective on life. You only get
a child. The post partum depression lasts for
one life and to see others’ lives through a well
years to the point her toddler has fear towards
written book provides a near perfect escape,
her own mother while the husband shoulders
and Bernadine Evaristo manages to do that in
a palpable resentment of carrying the famthe most amazing way.
ily. Post-partum depression is closer home
than most of us are comfortable thinking but
In her book, Bernadine narrates the lives of
like other issues, eg. endometrosis, it is never
12 “black” women all from different walks of
properly diagnosed and often brushed off as
life but yet to come together to give a story on
a woman being weak. There is nothing weak
breaking the mould. Each character challengabout needing a helping hand. Maternal ines the status quo on previously held ideas of
stincts are not as common as passed off to be.
relationships, gender, race, sexuality, motherAfter hours of labour,pain,sweat, blood and all
hood, sisterhood and femininity as a whole be
sorts of body fluids is it unusual to hear that
it through Anna, the artistic rebel who once
some can’t bear to hold their child? They really
she gets her big break sells out to the system
deserve a break. We men should be better and
(What’s it they say: atheist until the plane is
shoulder that responsibility. For the next few
falling, feminist until you’re married and comweeks ( months if need be) let the mother of
munist ‘til you’re rich). Dominique who finds
your child gently transition into this new life
herself trapped in an abusive relationship with
. Her only duty being breast feeding. Take up
a woman; Morgan, a person experiencing body
that role that can shape your child’s life in the
dysmorphia and finds her own groove by taking
most unimaginable ways. It is not emasculatcontrol of their identity and finding an uning,it is being a father. Some might not agree
known comfort in transitioning.
with my sentiments though I truly hope that
your decision does not come from pride rathAn undeniable favourite of mine is how she
er a deep sense of who you are and a profound
writes the characters. You might not agree with
love for well-being of your family. Break the
some of their actions but through Bernadine’s
mould, shift the paradigm.
careful choice of words you get to understand
their choices, seee their perspective, sympathize
I learned a great deal from this book, what did
with their flaws. It is truly difficult to hate someyou get from it? Feel free to have a conversaone you understand.
tion with me about this or any other book.
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